Primary nasal and nasopharyngeal lymphomas: a comparative study of clinical presentation and treatment outcome.
Primary nasal lymphoma (NSL) and nasopharyngeal lymphoma (NPL) are uncommon extranodal lymphomas that have often been grouped together in studies published in the literature. It is unclear whether or not NSL and NPL are biologically different entities. We reviewed the records of 25 NSL and 19 NPL patients who were managed between 1985 and 1995, to evaluate and compare their clinical characteristics and treatment outcome. Clinical variables, including age, sex, stage, tumour bulk and treatment modality, were assessed for their prognostic influence on survival. Nasal obstruction (80%), nasal discharge (64%) and epistaxis (60%) were the predominant symptoms in NSL patients; neck swelling/mass (42%), nasal obstruction (37%) and hearing impairment (32%) were common findings in NPL patients. Limited stage disease (I/II) was present in all NSL and in 80% of the NPL patients. Thirty-six per cent of the NSL and 32% of the NPL patients had bulky disease. The majority of the immunophenotyped NSLs were of T-cell lineage (75%, 12/16) and most immunophenotyped NPLs were of B-cell lineage (69%, 11/16). The patients were treated with radiotherapy alone (14%), chemotherapy alone (23%) or chemotherapy plus radiotherapy (64%). NSL patients showed a lower complete remission rate and higher relapse rate than NPL patients, although the difference did not reach statistical significance. Both the 5-year disease-free survival (36% versus 76%; P = 0.007) and overall survival (33% versus 82%; P = 0.003) were significantly worse in NSL compared with NPL patients. Advanced age (>60 years; P = 0.03) and bulky disease (P = 0.04) were also associated with inferior survival times. The analysis of sex, stage and type of therapy showed no evidence of significant impact on the survival. Despite the close anatomical relationship in origin, NSL and NPL were noted to behave as biologically distinct entities, in which the NSLs demonstrated a higher frequency of T-cell tumours and a much worse prognosis than NPL. In addition to the primary site, advanced age and bulky disease were also associated with reduced survival.